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My _invention relates to improvements in _wrench head and a handle embodying the
socket wrenches, and it consists in the com

binations, constructions and arrangements
herein described and claimed.
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invention,

‘

Figure 6 is a view of the parts shown 4in

Figure 5, the- view being at right angles to

An lobject of the invention is the provision Figure 5 and mainly in vertical section, por

of a socket wrench having a wrench head tions of the handle being shown in eleva
hinged to a handle so that the handle may be
tion,

'

»

l

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the parte
head or at various angles with the axis of the shown in Figures A5 and.v 6 as they appear
10 wrench head and will be held securely, al when connected to ther and disposed with
though releasably, against accidental swing the handle in axial alignment with the

disposed in axial alignment with the wrench

îlngdmovement independently of the wrench
ea

.

-Y

wrench head, and »
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‘ '

Figure 8 is a side elevation of~ a wrench

A further object of the invention is the embodying the invention and having wrench
heads at opposite ends thereof.
"
scribed having novel and eilicient spring A wrench embodying the invention in
actuated means for releasably connecting a vcludes a substantially straight rod-like han
handle with the wrench head of the device dle 1 which may be enlarged from one end
and for securing the handle against swing for part of its length as indicated at 2. The' 75
ing `accidentally from any one of a plurality opposite end portion of the handle 1 may
of different _angularly related positions to be enlarged as indicated at 3 to provide an
attaching portion.' lThis attaching portion
the wrench head'.
,
A still further object of the invention is may have substantially flat parallel side
the provision in a wrench of the character faces 3“ which lie -in planes parallel to the 80
25 described of a wrench head which comprises longitudinal axis ofthe handle 1. -This at
two coengafreable separable sections, whereby taching portion 3 also may be formed to be
-socket memQbers adapted for engaging with substantially circular in configuration in a
nuts or like members of different sizes and plane parallel to the axis of thehandle 1..
configurations may be used selectively with The attaching portion 3 of the handle is
adapted to tit between the parallel inner.
30 the remaining elements of the device.
A still further object of the invention is faces 4° of ears '4 at one end of' a Section 5
the provision of a wrench of the character of _a wrench head which also includes a
Vdescribed having socketed wrench heads at socket member 6. The section 5 of the
wrench head has a portion 7 which is non
opposite ends of a handle.
Other objects and-advantages of the vin circula-r in cross sectional contour and which 90
vention will- be apparent from the followin fits in a socket 8 in the upper end of the
description, considered in conjunction wit socket member 6. The portion 7 of the sec
tion 5 of the Awrench head is provided with
the accompanying drawings, in which
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a wrench` a lateral pocket 9 in which an expansion
spring 10 is compressed A`between a latching 95
4 embodying ,the invention,
Figure 2 is a side elevation of cooperative ball member 11 and the inner end wall of
coengaging elements of the handle and the the pocket 9. The ball member 11 ro
wrench head of the device separated from trudes from the pocket but is held agaln'st .
moving completely out of the pocket as> a
each other.
.
'
'
45
Figure -3 is a view similar to Figure 2 at result of the actuation of the spring 10 in 100
right angles thereto with portions of the co any suitable known manner. as by having
operative elements ofthe wrench head and the wall of the pocket 9 swaged inwardly at
handle broken away- and other portions be the outer end of the pocket so as to have a
diameter slightly less than that of theball
ing shownl in section1
_
Figure 4 is a side elevation of the lower member 11. However, the spring will func-- 105
50
end portion of the wrench shown in Fi re tion to hold the -ball member in frictional
1, showing the wrench head turned at right engagement with the side wall of the socket
8 and thus will tend to hold the socket mem
angles with the handle.
Figure 5 is a view similar to -Figure 2,` ber 6 in place on'the portion 7 of the sec
55- showing a modified cooperative part ofa tion 5 of the head Aof the wrench. The 110
l5 provision of a wrench of the character de
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socket member 6 also has a socket, indicated the wrench head, as shown in Figure 4.
at 12, in its lower end adapted to receive and When 'the handle 1 is disposed at an-angle .
engage with a nut, not shown, or like object. with the longitudinal axis of the wrench
The socket -12 may be of any suitable non head, the latch members 19 will be pressed
circular-confîguration in cross section. The by the spring 18 against the walls of the
attaching portion 7 of the section 5 of the ears 4 and the friction will be suiii’cient to
head also maybe of any suitable configura maintain the handle A1 in a given an ular
tion' in cross section and the socket 8 of relation with the longitudinal axis o the
course will conform in cross section to the Wrench head until the angular relation ‘of
conÍigurat-ion'of the portion 7 of the section 5 the handle 1 with the longitudinal axis of 75
of the wrench head. It will be understood the wrench head is changed as a result of
that a plurality of the socket members 64 the application of a considerable force. The
may be provided, the respective socket mem enlarged end portion 2_ of the handle 1 may .
bers having sockets 12 of different sizes or be knurled or otherwise roughened for part
different configurations in cross section and of its length` as indicated at 20 so that it
these socket members may be used inter can be conveniently grip ed in ‘the hand of

changeably and selectively with the section 5 the user. In addition, t e upper end por
of the wrench head.
'
tion of the enlarged portion 2 of the handle
The attaching portion 3 of the handle. of is provided with a diametrical opening 21

the wrench is provided with a transverse for the reception of a removable cross bar

opening 13 which may be formed through
the attaching portion 3 of -the handle slight
ly below the transverse' median line of the
attaching portion 3 and across the vertical
median. line of the attaching portion 3.
When the attaching portion 3 of the handle
is in place between the ears 4, the opening 13
will be in register with transverse openings

22 which can be grasped and manipulated
to turn the handle 1 about its axis. A ver

tical pocket 23 is provided in the enlarged
end portion 2 of the handle in position to in
tersect the transverse opening 21. An ex

00

pansion spring 24 is disposed in the pocket
23 and presses a ball member 25 against the

cross 'bar 22, thus preventing accidental axial

14 in the ears 4. A pivot pin 15 extends movement of the cross bar 22. through the aligned openings v14--13---14 so
From the foregoing description of the va 95

that the handle 1 is hingedly connected with rious parts _of the device, ¿the operation
A

the wrench head.

' thereof may be readily understood.

The

The handle 1 thus may be swung from wrench head and the handle 1 may be dis

35
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axial alignment with the head of the wrench
to posit-ions at various angles to'the head.
It is desirable that the handle 1 shall be
maintained in axial alignment with the
wrench head more lpositively than in any
other position vand to this end, the ears 4
may be provided adjacent to their upper
ends with aligned transverse openings 16.
The attaching portion 3 of the handle is
provided with a transverse opening 17 in

position to register with the openings _16
when the handle 1 is in axial alignment with
the wrench head. An expansion spring 18 is
disposed in the transverse opening 17 and
reacts at its opposite ends against ball
shaped latch members 19 which are prevent

posed at various angles to each other and
will be releasably held in any given angular
relation by the spring pressed latch means
hereinbefore described. >The device there
fore can be manipulated to turn nuts or sim'- ,

ilar objects which are located lat places in
accessible to a rigid socket wrench. Also,
the handle l may be swung to a desirable

angular relation with the longitudinal axis
of the wrench head after the wrench head .
has been engaged with a nut or like mem~

ber so that a relatively great leverage may

55

19.l The ball members 19 are permitted ‘to

protrude from the opposite _ends of >the
opening 17 into the adjacentr ends of the
openings 16 -when the handle 1 is in axial
alignment with the wrench head and a con

65

lsiderable force therefore must be exerted on
the handle to swing it from the position
shown in Figure 1 to a position at an angle
with the longitudinal axis of the wrench
head, as for example to position to extend
at right angles with the longitudinal axis of .

ll()

be exerted on the nut or like member to

effect turning of the same.l The handle`1
will be more securely held in place and

against swinging about the axis of the pivot

ed from moving completely out of the open- i element 15 when the handle 1 is in alignment-

ing 17 in any suitable known manner, as by
swaging the walls of the opening 17 in
wardly at the ends thereof to have diameters
less than the diameters of the ball members

10U

with the wrench than in any other-angular
relation to the longitudinal` axis of the
wrench head. The handle 1 and the section
>5 of the wrench head canrl` be used with
socket members 6 having sockets 12 of dif
ferent sizes and configurations formed there
in and the device thus is adapted to have a
relatively wide rangev of utility.

115

120

The wrench head of the modification 4

which is partially exhibited' in Figures 5 to 7
inclusive is formed in a single piece and corn
prises a socket member 30'having a socket
31 in its lower end of suitable size `and con
figuration in cross section to receive and en
gage with a nut or other object that is to be.
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turned. The socket member 30 is integral tively longer than the attaching portion 34.
with a connecting member 32 which has a A wrench head is’ provided foreach of ~the
attaching portions 51 and may be identical
pair of upstanding spaced ears 33 adapted in
essential respects with the wrench head ,_
to straddle an attaching end portion 34 of a
stem 35. The attaching end portion 34 is 30-32 and' therefore has been indicated 'b
similar to .the attaching rtion 3 of the han the same reference characters as the wrenc ï ‘
shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, with the
dle 1 and is provided with a relatively large head
letter
a added to each of such numerals.
transverse opening 36 in the same position in
the attaching portion 34 of the handle as the Each attaching portion 51 of the wrench 75 y'
transverse opening 13 in the attaching por handle 50 may be connected pivotally. with

Cn

i tion 3 of the handle 1.

the ears 33“ of the associated'wrench head

The transverse open
ing 36 is adapted to register with aligned in the same manner as the attaching portion

15

20

transverse openings 37 in the ears 33. The 34 of the handle 35 has been described as be
openings 37 are of less diameter than the ing attached to the ears 33 of the wrench 80
opening 36. An expansion spring 38 is dis head shown in Figures 5 to 7 inclusive.
sed in the opening 36 between a pair of Latching means, identical in essential re
ball members 39 which are urged to positions spects with that which has been described
to protrude from the ends of the opening 36 as being used with the forms of the device
into the openings 37, whereby the handle 35 shown in Fi ures 1 and 5 to 7 inclusive also

will be pivotally and detachably connected will be provided for releasably holding each

85

with the member 32 of the wrench head. wrench head of the modification shown in
The ears 33 also are provided with smaller Figure 8' against swinging accidentally

about the axis of its pivotal connection wit
the handle 50. The inner end portion'.v of
vided with a transverse opening 41 which each part 51 of the handle 50 may be pro#
will be disposed in alignment with the open vided with a transverse opening 52 through
which the cross bar 22 or a similar bar may
ings 40 when the handle 35 is in axial align be
projected for use in turning the wrench. . l
ment with the wrench head 32-30. An ex
addition, the middle portion of the han 05
pansion spring 42 is disposed in the trans In
dle
50 may be enlarged as indicated at 53 y
verse _opening 41 between a pair of ball
and provided with a transverse opening 54
shaped latch members 43 and urges the.bal1- which
also is adapted to have the cross bar
shaped latch members 43 to positions to pro
trude from the ends of the opening 41 into 22 rojected therethrough.
bviously, the invention is susceptible of 100
the openings 40, whereby the handle 35 will- embodiment
in forms other than those which
be releasably held»l in axial ali ment _with are illustrated
in the accompanying draw-`
the associated wrench he‘ad ut can be

aligned transverse openings 40 .and the at
taching portiont 34 of the handle 35 is pro
25

swung as a result of the exercise of a con

siderable force to various angles with the
longitudinal axis of the wrench head. The
40 ball-shaped latch members 43 will engage
with the inner faces of the ears 33 when the
handle 35 is in any position to Vwhich it may
be swung about the aligned axes of the ball
shaped pivot and latch members 39 and thus
-'will tend'to .maintain the handle 35 in any

50

ings, and I therefore consider as my o'wn all

such modifications and adaptationsv thereof
as> fairly fall within the scope of the ap

pended claims.

105

LA socket wrench comprising a handle,
a socket wrench head, pivotal means con

necting said handle with said head, the vaxis

ofsaid pivotal means extending at right an
with the longitudinal axis of said han
given angular relation to the longitudinal gles
dle,
the
having a transverse opening
axis _of the associated wrench head. A plu and saidhandle
head having transverse openings
jra'lity -of the wrench heads 30-32 may be adapted
to register with the openings 1n said
provided, the respective wrench heads being
identical with one another in essential re handle. when the handle is ax/iall alined

110

said wrench head, an expa‘nsiblia spring
spectsbuthaving sockets 31 of dilîerent sizes with
or diíïerent configurations in cross section disposed in said transverse opening inthe
and these respective' wrench heads may be handle, and a pair of ball-shaped latch
members disposed in the opposite end por- ’120
used interchangeably and selectively- with tion
of the transverse opening in said han
56 the. handle 35.
»
,
'
lThe modified form yof wrench shown in dle against the opposite ends of said spring
and adapted to-be moved by said spring to
-Figure 8 includes a handle 50 having en positions
to protrude from the-opposite ends
larged attaching portions 51 at each of its of said transverse
opening'in the handle into 125
opposite ends. The attaching portions 5l at
60 fthe opposite ends of the handle 50 are at the adjacent ends of the transverse openings
the head' when said handle is axially
right angles with each other. Each of these in
alined
with said wrench head and to fric
attaching portions. 51 may be identical in tionally'engage
with the faces of said head

essential respects with the attaching portion when said handle is in angular relation to
34 on the handle 35, the only difference be

65

ing that the attaching portions 51 are rela said wrench head.
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2. A' socket wrench comprising a handle
portion of the handle, said ears also '
having an enlarged attaching portion 'at one taching
having
a
pair of aligned transverse open
end, said attaching portion having a pair of ings. adapted
to register with the second
opposite parallel faces, a socketed Wrench transverse opening in the attaching portion
head having a pair of ears straddlin said of the handle when said handle is axially 55
attaching . ortion, the inner faces o said aligned with said Wrench head, coiled-ex
ears being isposed tlatwise against said par pansion springs disposed in said transverse
alle'l faces of said attaching portion, pivot openings
in said attaching portion‘ .of the. 'l
*- means connecting said attaching portion of
handle,` ball members disposed at the oppo
theA handle with the ears, the axis of said site ends of each of said expansion springs,
pivot means extending at right angles with the expansion spring in s_aid 'first named
the longitudinal axis of said handle, said at transverse opening in the attaching portion
taching portion of the handle having a. of the handle acting to urge the ball mem
vtransverse
opening and said `ears having
15 transverse openings adapted to register with bers at the ends of said expansionspring to
positions to protrude from the ends of said
the transverse opening in said attaching por first named transverse openings in the at
tion of the handle when said handle is axi taching portion of the handle into the asso
ally aligned with said Wrench head, said ciated transverse openings in said ears,transverse' openings in said ears being of less whereby
said handle will be pivotally and
20 diameter than said transverse opening in
detachably connected with said ears, the ex
said attaching portion of the handle, an ex pansion spring in the second transverse
pansion spring disposed in said transverse

opening in the attachinîportion of the han

opening in the attaching portion of thel han d e acting to urge the all members at the
d e, and a pair of ball-shaped latch members opposite ends of said second named expan

disposed in the opposite end portions of the sion spring against theinner faces of said
transverse o ening in said attaching portion ears when said handle is disposed at an an-lv7&5'
of the han e against the opposite ends of gle with the longitudinal axis of said wrench
said spring and adapted to benioved by said head and into the adjacent ends of the asso
spring to positions to protrude from the op ciated transverse openings in said ears when '
i posite ends of said transverse opening in the saidv handle is axially aligned with said 80
attaching portion of the handle into the ad wrench head.
jacent ends of the transverse openings in the
4. In a socket Wrench, a substantially
ears when said handle is ‘axially aligned straight rod-like handle having an attaching
with said wrench head and to frictionally end portion enlarged and formed to be sub

engage with the inner faces of said ears stantially circular in configuration in the 85
when said handle is in angular relation to plane of the longitudinal axis of the handle,
said wrench head.
said attaching end portion having flat oppo
3. In a socket wrench, a handle having an site faces, a wrench head having a pair of

enlarged attaching portion at one end, said

straddling said attaching end portion of
attaching portion having a relatively large ears
the handle, the inner faces of said ears be-l
transverse opening formed therethrough and

90

ing in contact with said flat opposite faces of

also having a smaller- transverse opening said attaching end portion of the handle,
located inwardly. of said first named trans pivot means connecting said ears with said
verse opening, bot-h of said transverse open~ attaching end ortion of the handle, and a
ingsl intersecting the longitudinal. axis of spring pressed all-shaped latch member car
' said handle, a wrench head having a pair ried by said attaching portion of the handle
of 'ears straddling said attaching portion of in frictional engagement with the inner face
the handle, said ears ñ having a pair of of one of said ears.

50.

aligned transverse openings adapted to reg
ister with said first named opening in the at-'
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